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Abstract— The smart shoes are designed with the sensors in 

the front of the shoes. There is one ultrasonic sensor in the 

front of the shoe that detects if there are any objects or any 

obstacles coming in the way of the user and also there is an 

buzzer which will give an output in the form of sound which 

will then make the blind person alert. As the sight is 

considered the most important sense and the blind people are 

observed upon with pity by others. This is one of the 

technology that helps the blind people to communicate with 

the environment. Using this technology it becomes easy for 

blind people to know if there are any objects ahead so that 

they can avoid those objects and be safe. Blind people are part 

of this world so the technology must help to do things which 

are not possible for them to do and also try to give them some 

facilities which will be helpful for them. Till now it is not 

understood by the people that which type of several 

challenges the blind people are facing. Therefore with our 

research paper we are trying to give a helpful hand to blind 

people and also try to solve their problems which they are 

facing. Our project will also help to encourage to bring more 

new projects that will help the blind people to live 

independently in their daily lives. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Internet of Things represents a general concept for the ability 

of network devices which sense and collects data from our 

surrounding. And then also share the data across the internet 

where it can be processed and utilized and used for our 

processes. The intermediate which we are using for sensing 

data and then sending it to internet is ARDUINO board with 

the ARDUINO WIFI module. The ultrasonic sensors are used 

here which helps in detecting the obstacles or the objects in 

the way of the user. As the ultrasonic sensor detects if there 

is any object then immediately it responds and with the help 

of the buzzer which will produce a beep sound and one will 

come to know about the obstacle or any object coming in the 

way. The shoes are made in this way that they are so 

comfortable that anyone can use it for their regular activities 

like running or walking. The idea is just to develop a shoe 

which can be used by the blind people comfortably. The 

useful component in the shoe is the GPS tracker. Using the 

GPS tracker which is placed on the shoe one can easily track 

the person wearing that shoe. You just have to make sure that 

the shoes are connected with the WIFI module by using 

which we can locate the person wearing that shoe on the 

GOOGLE’S API. The API is designed in order to provide 

better traceability. In the past few decades, a demand for 

wireless technologies has been seen. Internet of Things is 

becoming more popular everyday and it is being preferred 

due to its advantages such as security, effective 

communication. And because of this reason we are using IOT 

in our proposed project. 

II. METHODOLOGY 

We make use of the ultrasonic sensor to detect if there is any 

object and then accordingly functioning of the sensor takes 

place. An ultrasonic sensor is an instrument that measures the 

distance to an object using ultrasonic waves. The ultrasonic 

sensors are generally made with the piezoelectric crystals 

which use high frequency sound waves to resonate a desired 

frequency and convert electric energy into acoustic energy 

and vice versa. The ultrasonic sensor uses as transducer to 

send and receive ultrasonic pulses that relay back information 

about an object’s proximity. Ultrasonic sound vibrates at a 

frequency above the range of human hearing. A buzzer is also 

used which is an audio signalling device, which may be 

mechanical, electromechanical piezoelectrical. The buzzer 

mainly gives confirmation of input. So whenever the 

ultrasonic sensor placed on the shoe detects any object in 

front of it then the buzzer will immediately produce and 

sound indicating that the object has been detected and the user 

wearing the shoe gets alert.     

 
ULTRASONIC SENSOR & BUZZER 

A breadboard is a platform you can use to build and 

test electronic circuits, usually without having to do any 

soldering. Certain parts of the breadboard are wired together 

so that electricity can flow form component to component. A 

breadboard is an inexpensive,easy to use piece of hardware 

for wiringelectrical circuits. A breadboard is usually covered 

with the holes lined with the metal, in which the electrical 

components can be plugged.  

 
BREADBOARD 
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We also use ARDUINO board which acts as a serial 

communication for our project. ARDUINO board will 

receive continuous inputs as sensed by FSR sensor. The UNO 

is a microcontroller board based on ATmega328P.It has 14 

digital input/output pins(of which 6 can be used as PWM 

outputs),6 analog inputs,16 MHz quartz crystal, a USB 

connection a power jack, an ICSP header and a reset button. 

It contains everything needed to support the microcontroller, 

simply connect it to the computer with a USB cable or power 

it with a AC-TO-DC or battery to get started. 

 
ARDUINO UNO 

III. TESTING RESULT 

So once all the components are attached with it we need to 

test if the smart shoe is working or not in all perspective Here, 

the testing includes all the functional and non-functional 

requirements to examine whether the standards are satisfied 

or not. Let’s assume there are some defects that would be 

some manufacturer or some connection problem or similar to 

that, so in this we can fix that issue as fast as we can before it 

is handed over to the customer, because the customer 

satisfaction is important factor.  

The following are some of the testing that are done 

in a smart shoe, 

 Ground  

 Hardware 

 Usability 

 Installation 

 Maintenance 

The hardware like ARDUINO UNO, ultrasonic 

sensors, Buzzer, on/off switch button, Breadboard, jumper 

wires, GPS module along with WIFI adaptor are tested 

whether it is working fine or not if not then it is replaced by 

working ones before it is handed over to the customer. There 

is a question arises which kind of shoes can be used? it can 

be a casual shoe or a sport shoe , but the sport shoe can be 

easy to maintain .So this is how it is done and a blind person 

can sense around with environment with the use of the smart 

shoes  

IV. CONCLUSION 

Here after successful completion of project i.e. smart shoes 

there still it’s merits and demerits that we can discuss in this, 

let’s talk about first about its merit is component can be easily 

replaced without any soldering because of the use of the 

breadboard which is solderless, another advantage of this is 

the compact size battery which is easily available in the 

market, after the shoe has been damaged the components can 

be easily embedded onto the other new shoe. Every project 

has its own weaknesses, so in this let’s talk about some 

weakness of the project, one of the main weakness is this not 

a waterproof yet, so if any of the components gets contact 

with the water it can stop working or would also get damaged, 

another weakness is that the GPS module which is used can 

only be performed on the Android platform. Third weakness 

is the battery won’t remind you when it is dead we must need 

to check that in regular time .This kind of initiative project 

will help blind person for walk with no fear and can sense 

with the environment.  
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